
Averroes International School 
Uttara Branch 

Class: Grade-II                                                                             Day: 3                                                 Class Teacher: Sharmin Shela 

Assalamu alaikum. Hope that you are fine and in good mood. I want to share something with you 

today. I have a plan for you to make your day the best one. But before that, let’s recite Surah Al Fatiha 

once and start off our day with big jump. Yes that’s the spirit....So shall we start? 

 

 

 

Eng Lit 
 
Let’s have a look at the book “Prince of Egypt”. Did you 

read the story again? That’s Good! 
Today you will learn and write the Q/A fro the given 
worksheet. So find the Q/A worksheet and complete 6 
to 10. Practice writing nicely in your copy, okay! 

Eng Lang 
 
Do you have your Grammar Gear Book with you? 
Yes? So, take it with you and open the Chapter: 16, 
Punctuation. Read the chapter thoroughly and solve 
the exercises: A and B in your copy. Afterwards you 
can solve the worksheet#01 that has been given and 
don’t forget to paste it in your copy. 

Mathematics 
 
 

Here is your favourite subject. Take your Maths 
Mileage Book and open Chapter-2 and do 
 Ex: 2.4 from Pg-40. There you can see some exercise 
you can do (1, 3, 4). So today you are going to solve 
some of these in your Maths copy. Keep space in your 
writing, okay! 

BGS 
 

 
We are staying at home and we need to learn more 
about our surrounding. So let’s open the BGS book 
at Lesson-2. Read the chapter thoroughly and do the 
book's exercises. 

Bangla 
 
ত োমরো সবোই নিশ্চয় এখি বোনিত  থোক। তেতের ব তমোি এই 

পনরনিন ত  তকউ বোনিতর যোতব িো। এমিনক পোতের বোনিত ও িো। 

আমরো সবোই তেেতক ও তেতের মোিুষতক ভোত োবোনস। এবোর আমরো 

এ নবষতয় অিুতেে  ন খোর তেষ্টো কনর। 

 স্বাধীনতাদিবস 

সবোই বযোকরণ বই তথতক বচন ও দিঙ্গ পনরব তি পিতব ও ন খতব। 

ICT 
 
Let’s spend some time with ICT book. I know it is 

very interesting to you. Take your ICT book and go to 
Chapter-2. Read the chapter thoroughly  and the 
practice given exercise. You can do it easily. You are 
Excellent! 

Science 
 
I know science is your favourite subject. Take your 

Science book and go to chapter-3 read the chapter 
thoroughly and do the book’s exercises. 

Help    
                                   

I know you are my little champ. So I wish you to  
be champion every day. You love your parents a lot and 
it’s our duty to help them in their work. So, today you are 
going to help your mom in folding clothes. Yes, always try 
to earn blessings from your parents. 


